FINISHED SIZE - 4x6  WITH BLEED - 4.25 x 6.25

OPEN and CLOSE WINDOW
2.85 x 1.25

Green area is the footprint of the clear blister and highly recommended to be white for blister adhesion.
Size 3.25” x 1.35”

Packaging Design Tips:

- Place the name of the product somewhere on the packaging “Webcam Cover”.
- Include somewhere on packaging steps 1-3 installation:
  1. Remove double tape tabs.
  2. Position base over the camera lens then press firmly.
  3. Once installed, simply slide to the left to close & to the right to open.
- Packaging can be portrait or landscape however this portrait configuration works best for shipping.
- Package will need a place to blister the product as seen above. Blister will adhere to white paper better than ink saturated paper.
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BLUE LINE IS THE SAFETY LINE - 3.75” x 5.75”

RED LINE IS THE CUT LINE - 4” x 6”

BEYOND THE RED LINE IS BLEED - THIS WILL BE TRIMMED OFF 4.25” x 6.25”
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